
A – Occidental Mine  
B – Mt. Jackson Mine  
(Sonoma Mine)  
C – Black Oak Mine #1  
D – Eagle Rock Mine  
E – Culver-Bear Mine  
F – Contact Mine  
G – Eureka Mine  
H – Socrates Mine  
I – Mohawk Mine  
J – Buckeye Mine  
K – Crystal Mine  
L – Cloverdale Mine  
M – Buckman Mine

Locations on higher detail USGS quadrangle maps appear on the following pages. Note: locations are approximate from the descriptions and/or markings on the maps.
Occidental Mine
(Hopland USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)
Mt. Jackson Mine (Sonoma Mine)
(Healdsburg USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)
Black Oak #1 (C), Buckeye (J), and Cloverdale (L) Mines
(Geyserville USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)
Eagle Rock (D) and Buckman (M) Mines
(Geyserville USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)
Culver-Bear Mine

(Geyserville USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)
Contact (F), Eureka (G), Socrates (H), Mohawk (I), and Crystal (K) Mines
(Geyserville USGS quadrangle map, mapper.acme.com)

Satellite images from Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016, are provided on the following pages. Note: locations from descriptions provided are approximate and may not align exactly with the satellite image.
Occidental Mine (A)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Mt. Jackson Mine (Sonoma Mine) (B)
Black Oak Mine #1 (C)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Culver-Bear Mine (E)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Contact Mine (F)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Eureka Mine (G)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Socrates Mine (H)
Mohawk Mine (I)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Buckeye Mine (J)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Crystal Mine (K)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Cloverdale Mine (L)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016
Buckman Mine (M)

Google Maps and Acme Mapper, 2016